Contract furniture for the hospitality, food service, and healthcare industries.
AC Furniture Company, Inc. (ACF) is one of the country’s largest contract manufacturers of seating for the hospitality, healthcare and food service industry. In continuous operation since 1977, ACF is a privately held VA company and employs over 400 people.

Owned and managed by the founder since inception, ACF is a primary supplier to some of the best known names in our industry. With annual revenues of approximately $40 million, the company currently builds and ships over 7,000 pieces of furniture per week.

With plants in Axton, VA and Eden, NC the company maintains a combined 1,000,000 square feet of manufacturing and warehouse space. These outstanding facilities are the equal of any in the country and demonstrate the wherewithal to provide high value products, consistently, and on time.

ACF offers a diversified catalog product line of wood and fully upholstered seating including lounge chairs, sofas, sleepers, task, ergo and activity chairs, benches, stools, and occasional tables. In addition to offering a broad selection of catalog items, the company also excels at producing unique custom products specifically designed for the customer’s need. ACF’s manufacturing capabilities enable clients the ability to have custom built seating based on their proprietary design specifications while meeting budgetary objectives.

The ability to react to customer need and demand is further enhanced by an extensive on hand inventory of unfinished wood frames as well as the manufacturing capability to produce our own frames from raw lumber. With over 300,000 frames in inventory at any given time, ACF is especially suited to handling the demands of key accounts. Our demonstrated willingness to maintain significant inventory allows us the ability to deliver on short notice. And, when combined with our mill direct fabric program, allows us to provide outstanding value on all upholstered items. We currently have relationships with national and regional companies whereby we build and stock their product(s) in order to provide a 2 to 3 day shipping window.

The ACF inline fabric program provides an extensive selection of over 2,000 patterns/colorways including Crypton fabrics that meet and/or exceed the minimum abrasion standards of our industry. All standard fabrics conform to meet the small scale flammability test requirements for upholstered materials contained in specifications such as CA Bulletin 117, UFAC Class 1, NFPA 260 and BIFMA Class 1. ACF also has mill direct relationships with both domestic and overseas fabric mills and can offer clients the opportunity to source and maintain their program standard fabrics. We also provide COM on all styles.

ACF consistently demonstrates its precision manufacturing capabilities and its dedication to producing quality furniture. The results are evident with the custom 7-step, hand finishing process for exposed wood furniture. The finishing process allows ACF to provide a wide variety of custom colors as required by the client. Offering more than the normal collection of “standard” finishes is another way the company brings value and customer service together.

For over 30 years, AC Furniture has experienced ongoing and continuous growth in sales and profitability. We continue to work toward our goal of becoming a market leader and have the commitment of each of our 400 plus employees and associates. Our pledge is to consistently provide quality merchandise, responsive customer service, and high value products to all the markets we serve. By doing so, we will continue to demonstrate that ACF provides products that are not more than you need but more than you expect.
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Sign-up to receive A.C. Furniture email notifications today!
Receive information regarding: new item introductions, custom items, installation photos, closeouts, and more...
Sign-up located on the ACF homepage.

www.acfurniture.com
General Information

ARM COVERS & PADS:
* Upholstered arm pads available on exposed wood frames: Add $8.00 per pair, Grade 1.
* Arm covers for fully upholstered items are $21.00 per pair, Grade 1.

CASTERS:
* $5.00 each

FABRIC:
* Yardage requirements shown are based on 54” wide plain goods. Yardage requirements shown are also based on quantity orders.
* COM (Customers Own Material): Customer must get a fabric identification number from Customer Service so our receiving department can identify and match COM to your order.
* Once ID# is obtained, all COM fabric must be shipped to AC Furniture Co., 13846 NC Hwy 87, Eden, NC 27288 via COMMON CARRIER.
* Due to many variables of fabric we do not guarantee yardage estimates.
* Fabric with repeat of 2” to 10” add 15%; repeat of 11” to 20” add 25%; repeat of 21” to 30” add 35%; repeat of 31” to 40” add 45%.
* Unless specified by the customer, all fabric will be applied according to the judgment of the factory.

FINISH:
* We finish to customers supplied color panel.
* Any custom finish that is more complex, please submit a sample for special pricing.
* Finishing will vary slightly with the grain naturally in the wood and natural color in wood, especially on lighter finishes.
* Finish will vary slightly in color from job to job, just like the color variances in fabric between dye lots.

FOAM:
* Standard foam used is polyurethane of a minimum density of 1.8 lbs., meeting California Bulleting 117 specifications.
* Other Code foam and fire retardant barrier cloth covers available through request by specifications and pricing.

FRAMES:
* Exposed wood frames are made from premium grade kiln-dried hardwood.
* Upholstered frames are made from hardwood plywood with interlocking tenons and with steel angle brackets in each corner.

SCOTCHGUARD:
* Scotch-guard is offered on our product at the following prices: Queen Sofa $20.00 each, Full Sofa $17.00 each, Loveseat $14.00 each, Lounge Chairs from Eden $12.00 each, and Axton products $7.00 each.

***ACF Reserves the right to discontinue items, change specifications, and change pricing without prior notice.***
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General Information

ARM COVERS & PADS:
* Upholstered arm pads available on exposed wood frames: Add $8.00 per pair, Grade 1.
* Arm covers for fully upholstered items are $21.00 per pair, Grade 1.

CASTERS:
* $5.00 each

FABRIC:
* Yardage requirements shown are based on 54” wide plain goods. Yardage requirements shown are also based on quantity orders.
* COM (Customers Own Material): Customer must get a fabric identification number from Customer Service so our receiving department can identify and match COM to your order.
* Once ID# is obtained, all COM fabric must be shipped to AC Furniture Co., 13846 NC Hwy 87, Eden, NC 27288 via COMMON CARRIER.
* Due to many variables of fabric we do not guarantee yardage estimates.
* Fabric with repeat of 2” to 10” add 15%; repeat of 11” to 20” add 25%; repeat of 21” to 30” add 35%; repeat of 31” to 40” add 45%.
* Unless specified by the customer, all fabric will be applied according to the judgment of the factory.

FINISH:
* We finish to customers supplied color panel.
* Any custom finish that is more complex, please submit a sample for special pricing.
* Finishing will vary slightly with the grain naturally in the wood and natural color in wood, especially on lighter finishes.
* Finish will vary slightly in color from job to job, just like the color variances in fabric between dye lots.

FOAM:
* Standard foam used is polyurethane of a minimum density of 1.8 lbs., meeting California Bulleting 117 specifications.
* Other Code foam and fire retardant barrier cloth covers available through request by specifications and pricing.

FRAMES:
* Exposed wood frames are made from premium grade kiln-dried hardwood.
* Upholstered frames are made from hardwood plywood with interlocking tenons and with steel angle brackets in each corner.

SCOTCHGUARD:
* Scotch-gaurd is offered on our product at the following prices: Queen Sofa $20.00 each, Full Sofa $17.00 each, Loveseat $14.00 each, Lounge Chairs from Eden $12.00 each, and Axton products $7.00 each.

***ACF Reserves the right to discontinue items, change specifications, and change pricing without prior notice.***
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General Information

ARM COVERS & PADS:
*Upholstered arm pads available on exposed wood frames: Add $8.00 per pair, Grade 1.
*Arm covers for fully upholstered items are $21.00 per pair, Grade 1.

CASTERS:
*$5.00 each

FABRIC:
*Yardage requirements shown are based on 54” wide plain goods. Yardage requirements shown are also based on quantity orders.
*COM (Customers Own Material): Customer must get a fabric identification number from Customer Service so our receiving department can identify and match COM to your order.
*Once ID# is obtained, all COM fabric must be shipped to AC Furniture Co., 13846 NC Hwy 87, Eden, NC 27288 via COMMON CARRIER.
*Due to many variables of fabric we do not guarantee yardage estimates.
*Fabric with repeat of 2” to 10” add 15%; repeat of 11” to 20” add 25%; repeat of 21” to 30” add 35%; repeat of 31” to 40” add 45%.
*Unless specified by the customer, all fabric will be applied according to the judgment of the factory.

FINISH:
*We finish to customers supplied color panel.
*Any custom finish that is more complex, please submit a sample for special pricing.
*Finishing will vary slightly with the grain naturally in the wood and natural color in wood, especially on lighter finishes.
*Finish will vary slightly in color from job to job, just like the color variances in fabric between dye lots.

FOAM:
*Standard foam used is polyurethane of a minimum density of 1.8 lbs., meeting California Bulleting 117 specifications.
*Other Code foam and fire retardant barrier cloth covers available through request by specifications and pricing.

FRAMES:
*Exposed wood frames are made from premium grade kiln-dried hardwood.
*Upholstered frames are made from hardwood plywood with interlocking tenons and with steel angle brackets in each corner.

MATTRESS:
*Standard mattress is a 6” innerspring unit measuring 24”, 40”, 52”, or 60” wide.
*Mattresses are not available for individual purchase. They are sold as part of a sleeper unit only.
*Memory foam mattresses are available as a product upgrade.

SCOTCHGUARD:
*Scotch-guard is offered on our product at the following prices: Queen Sofa $20.00 each, Full Sofa $17.00 each, Loveseat $14.00 each, Lounge Chairs from Eden $12.00 each, and Axton products $7.00 each.

***ACF Reserves the right to discontinue items, change specifications, and change pricing without prior notice.***
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

DA4200 Series
- DA4201 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- DA4201S Sleeper Lounge
- DA4202 Loveseat
- DA4202S Loveseat Sleeper
- DA4205 Ottoman

DA4203 Full Sofa (Shown)
- DA4203S Full Sleeper
- DA4204 Queen Sofa
- DA4204S Queen Sleeper

1210 Series
- 1211 Lounge Chair
- 1211S Sleeper Lounge (Shown)
- 1212 Loveseat
- 1212S Loveseat Sleeper
- 1215 Ottoman

1213 Full Sofa
- 1213S Full Sleeper
- 1214 Queen Sofa
- 1214S Queen Sleeper (Shown)

1483 Chaise Lounge (Right)
- 1483S Chaise Sleeper Lounge

1493 Chaise Lounge (Left)
- 1493S Chaise Sleeper Lounge
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

1700 Series
1701 Lounge Chair
1701S Sleeper Lounge
1702 Loveseat (Shown)
1702S Loveseat Sleeper
1705 Ottoman

1703 Full Sofa
1703S Full Sleeper
1704 Queen Sofa
1704S Queen Sleeper

2231S Sleeper Lounge

Right Side Table
2202 Loveseat (Shown)
2202S Loveseat Sleeper
2203 Full Sofa
2203S Full Sleeper Sofa

2204 Queen Sofa
2204S Queen Sleeper
2205 Ottoman

Left Side Table
2302 Loveseat (Shown)
2302S Loveseat Sleeper
2303 Full Sofa
2303S Full Sleeper Sofa

2304 Queen Sofa
2304S Queen Sleeper
2205 Ottoman

2212 Loveseat (Right Side Table)
2212S Loveseat Sleeper (RST)

2312 Loveseat (Left Side Table)
2312S Loveseat Sleeper (LST)
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

4900 Series

4901 Lounge Chair (Shown) 4903 Full Sofa
4901S Sleeper Lounge 4903S Full Sleeper
4902 Loveseat 4904 Queen Sofa
4902S Loveseat Sleeper 4904S Queen Sleeper
4905 Ottoman

7700 Series

7701 Lounge Chair 7703 Full Sofa
7701S Sleeper Lounge 7703S Full Sleeper (Shown)
7702 Loveseat 7704 Queen Sofa
7702S Loveseat Sleeper 7704S Queen Sleeper
7705 Ottoman

7900 Series

7901 Lounge Chair (Shown) 7903 Full Sofa
7901S Sleeper Lounge 7903S Full Sleeper
7902 Loveseat 7904 Queen Sofa
7902S Loveseat Sleeper (Shown) 7904S Queen Sleeper
7905 Ottoman
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

9000 Series
- 9001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 9001S Sleeper Lounge
- 9002 Loveseat (Shown)
- 9002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 9005 Ottoman

- 9006 Left Chaise (Shown)
- 9007 Right Chaise
- 9012 Right Loveseat (Shown)
- 9012S Right Loveseat Sleeper
- 9022 Left Loveseat
- 9022S Left Loveseat Sleeper

- 9014 Left Queen (Shown)
- 9014S Left Queen Sleeper
- 9024 Right Queen
- 9024S Right Queen Sleeper

- 9003 Full Sofa
- 9003S Full Sleeper
- 9004 Queen Sofa
- 9004S Queen Sleeper

- 9008 Right Lounge (Shown)
- 9009 Left Lounge Chair

10000 Series
- 10001 Lounge Chair
- 10001S Sleeper Lounge
- 10002 Loveseat
- 10002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 10005 Ottoman

- 10003 Full Sofa
- 10003S Full Sleeper
- 10004 Queen Sofa (Shown)
- 10004S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

10300 Series
10301 Lounge Chair (Shown)
10301S Sleeper Lounge
10302 Loveseat
10302S Loveseat Sleeper
10305 Ottoman
10303 Full Sofa
10303S Full Sleeper (Shown)
10304 Queen Sofa
10304S Queen Sleeper

11000 Series
11001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
11001S Sleeper Lounge
11002 Loveseat (Shown)
11002S Loveseat Sleeper
11005 Ottoman
11003 Full Sofa
11003S Full Sleeper
11004 Queen Sofa
11004S Queen Sleeper

12000 Series
12001 Lounge Chair
12001S Sleeper Lounge
12002 Loveseat
12002S Loveseat Sleeper
12005 Ottoman
12003 Full Sofa
12003S Full Sleeper
12004 Queen Sofa (Shown)
12004S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

10000 Series
- 10001 Lounge Chair
- 10001S Sleeper Lounge
- 10002 Loveseat
- 10002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 10005 Ottoman
- 10003 Full Sofa
- 10003S Full Sleeper
- 10004 Queen Sofa (Shown)
- 10004S Queen Sleeper

14000 Series
- 14001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 14001S Sleeper Lounge
- 14002 Loveseat (Shown)
- 14002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 14005 Ottoman
- 14003 Full Sofa
- 14003S Full Sleeper
- 14004 Queen Sofa
- 14004S Queen Sleeper

16000 Series
- 16001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 16001S Sleeper Lounge
- 16002 Loveseat
- 16002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 16005 Ottoman
- 16003 Full Sofa
- 16003S Full Sleeper
- 16004 Queen Sofa
- 16004S Queen Sleeper (Shown)
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

17000 Series
- 17001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 17001S Sleeper Lounge
- 17002 Loveseat
- 17002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 17005 Ottoman

- 17003 Full Sofa
- 17003S Full Sleeper
- 17004 Queen Sofa
- 17004S Queen Sleeper (Shown)

22000 Series
- 22001 Lounge Chair
- 22001S Sleeper Lounge
- 22002 Loveseat
- 22002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 22005 Ottoman

- 22003 Full Sofa (Shown)
- 22003S Full Sleeper
- 22004 Queen Sofa
- 22004S Queen Sleeper

26000 Series
- 26001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 26001S Sleeper Lounge
- 26002 Loveseat
- 26002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 26005 Ottoman

- 26003 Full Sofa
- 26003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 26004 Queen Sofa
- 26004S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

40000 Series
- 40001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 40001S Sleeper Lounge
- 40002 Loveseat
- 40002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 40005 Ottoman

40003 Full Sofa
- 40003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 40004 Queen Sofa
- 40004S Queen Sleeper

42060 Series
- 42061 Lounge Chair
- 42061S Sleeper Lounge
- 42062 Loveseat
- 42062S Loveseat Sleeper
- 42065 Ottoman

42063 Full Sofa
- 42063S Full Sleeper
- 42064 Queen Sofa (Shown)
- 42064S Queen Sleeper

53000 Series
- 53001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 53001S Sleeper Lounge
- 53002 Loveseat
- 53002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 53005 Ottoman

53003 Full Sofa
- 53003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 53004 Queen Sofa
- 53004S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

56000 Series
- 56001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 56001S Sleeper Lounge
- 56002 Loveseat
- 56002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 56005 Ottoman
- 56003 Full Sofa
- 56003S Full Sleeper
- 56004 Queen Sofa (Shown)
- 56004S Queen Sleeper

59000 Series
- 59001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 59001S Sleeper Lounge
- 59002 Loveseat
- 59002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 59005 Ottoman
- 59003 Full Sofa
- 59003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 59004 Queen Sofa
- 59004S Queen Sleeper

60000 Series
- 60001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 60001S Sleeper Lounge
- 60002 Loveseat (Shown)
- 60002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 60005 Ottoman
- 60003 Full Sofa
- 60003S Full Sleeper
- 60004 Queen Sofa
- 60004S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

61000 Series
- 61001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 61001S Sleeper Lounge
- 61002 Loveseat
- 61002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 61005 Ottoman
- 61003 Full Sofa
- 61003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 61004 Queen Sofa
- 61004S Queen Sleeper

66000 Series
- 66001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 66001S Sleeper Lounge
- 66002 Loveseat (Shown)
- 66002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 66005 Ottoman
- 66003 Full Sofa
- 66003S Full Sleeper
- 66004 Queen Sofa
- 66004S Queen Sleeper

67000 Series
- 67001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 67001S Sleeper Lounge
- 67002 Loveseat
- 67002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 67005 Ottoman
- 67003 Full Sofa
- 67003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 67004 Queen Sofa
- 67004S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

68000 Series
- 68001 Lounge Chair
- 68001S Sleeper Lounge
- 68002 Loveseat
- 68002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 68005 Ottoman
- 68003 Full Sofa (Shown)
- 68003S Full Sleeper
- 68004 Queen Sofa
- 68004S Queen Sleeper

78000 Series
- 78001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 78001S Sleeper Lounge
- 78002 Loveseat
- 78002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 78005 Ottoman
- 78003 Full Sofa
- 78003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 78004 Queen Sofa
- 78004S Queen Sleeper

89000 Series
- 89001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 89001S Sleeper Lounge
- 89002 Loveseat (Shown)
- 89002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 89005 Ottoman
- 89003 Full Sofa
- 89003S Full Sleeper
- 89004 Queen Sofa
- 89004S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

**90000 Series**
- 90001 Lounge Chair
- 90001S Sleeper Lounge
- 90002 Loveseat
- 90002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 90005 Ottoman
- 90003 Full Sofa (Shown)
- 90003S Full Sleeper
- 90004 Queen Sofa
- 90004S Queen Sleeper

**94000 Series**
- 94001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 94001S Sleeper Lounge
- 94002 Loveseat
- 94002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 94005 Ottoman
- 94003 Full Sofa
- 94003S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 94004 Queen Sofa
- 94004S Queen Sleeper

**96100 Series**
- 96101 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 96101S Sleeper Lounge
- 96102 Loveseat
- 96102S Loveseat Sleeper
- 96105 Ottoman
- 96103 Full Sofa
- 96103S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 96104 Queen Sofa
- 96104S Queen Sleeper
Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

97000 Series
- 97001 Lounge Chair
- 97001S Sleeper Lounge
- 97002 Loveseat
- 97002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 97005 Ottoman
- 97003 Full Sofa (Shown)
- 97003S Full Sleeper
- 97004 Queen Sofa
- 97004S Queen Sleeper

98100 Series
- 98101 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 98101S Sleeper Lounge
- 98102 Loveseat
- 98102S Loveseat Sleeper
- 98105 Ottoman
- 98103 Full Sofa
- 98103S Full Sleeper (Shown)
- 98104 Queen Sofa
- 98104S Queen Sleeper

99000 Series
- 99001 Lounge Chair (Shown)
- 99001S Sleeper Lounge
- 99002 Loveseat (Shown)
- 99002S Loveseat Sleeper
- 99005 Ottoman
- 99003 Full Sofa
- 99003S Full Sleeper
- 99004 Queen Sofa
- 99004S Queen Sleeper
Modular & Sectionals

The Versatile Series by AC Furniture

Versatile: able to adapt or be adapted to many different functions or activities
**Modular & Sectionals**

**82331** Armless
**82331S** Armless Sleeper

Used between 8209 End Table or 8210 Corner Table in sectional arrangements.

**82221** Right Arm
**82221S** Right Arm Sleeper

Used with 8209 End Table or 8210 Corner Table in sectional arrangements.

**82111** Lounge Chair
**82111S** Sleeper Lounge

**82211** Left Arm
**82211S** Left Arm Sleeper

Used with 8209 End Table or 8210 Corner Table in sectional arrangements.

**8210** Table

Use with any lounge chair or sofa as an end table or corner table. Table may be purchased separately. All items are connected using ganging devices for easy assembly. Any smooth surface laminate may be used.

**8209** End Table

Use with any lounge chair or sofa as an end table. Table may be purchased separately. All items are connected using ganging devices for easy assembly. Any smooth surface laminate may be used.
Modular & Sectionals

**ARMLESS**
- 82332 Loveseat (82332S Sleeper)
- 82333 Full (82333S Sleeper)
- 82334 Queen (82334S Sleeper)

**LEFT ARM**
- 82212 Loveseat (82212S Sleeper)
- 82213 Full (82213S Sleeper)
- 82214 Queen (82214S Sleeper)

**RIGHT ARM**
- 82222 Loveseat (82222S Sleeper)
- 82223 Full (82223S Sleeper)
- 82224 Queen (82224S Sleeper)

The **Versatile** Series

From guestroom to public area, The Versatile Series by A.C. Furniture is exactly what the title implies... Versatile!

Configure guestroom lounge chairs and sofas along with stunning public area sectional arrangements. With the use of any fabric and smooth surface laminate, the creative possibilities are endless...
The Versatile Series

Prearranged Options
Reference the option number below each arrangement when requesting information, pricing, or purchasing. The Versatile Series order form must be used for quotes and purchases. Request your order form today...

Notre: Prearranged options are shown using standard size lounge chairs and full sofas. Ganging devices are used to secure tables and sectional arrangements.
Modular & Sectionals

the Arrangements Series

CA4205

CA4211

CA4206
CASTERS:
* $5.00 each

FABRIC:
* Yardage requirements shown are based on 54” wide plain goods. Yardage requirements shown are also based on quantity orders.
* COM (Customers Own Material): Customer must get a fabric identification number from Customer Service so our receiving department can identify and match COM to your order.
* Once ID# is obtained, all COM fabric must be shipped to AC Furniture Co., 13846 NC Hwy 87, Eden, NC 27288 via COMMON CARRIER.
* Due to many variables of fabric we do not guarantee yardage estimates.
* Fabric with repeat of 2” to 10” add 15%; repeat of 11” to 20” add 25%; repeat of 21” to 30” add 35%; repeat of 31” to 40” add 45%.
* Unless specified by the customer, all fabric will be applied according to the judgment of the factory.

FINISH:
* We finish to customers supplied color panel.
* Any custom finish that is more complex, please submit a sample for special pricing.
* Finishing will vary slightly with the grain naturally in the wood and natural color in wood, especially on lighter finishes.
* Finish will vary slightly in color from job to job, just like the color variances in fabric between dye lots.

FOAM:
* Standard foam used is polyurethane of a minimum density of 1.8 lbs., meeting California Bulleting 117 specifications.
* Other Code foam and fire retardant barrier cloth covers available through request by specifications and pricing.

FRAMES:
* Exposed wood frames are made from premium grade kiln-dried hardwood.
* Upholstered frames are made from hardwood plywood with interlocking tenons and with steel angle brackets in each corner.

SCOTCHGUARD:
* Scotch-guard is offered on our product at the following prices: Queen Sofa $20.00 each, Full Sofa $17.00 each, Loveseat $14.00 each, Lounge Chairs from Eden $12.00 each, and Axton products $7.00 each.

***ACF Reserves the right to discontinue items, change specifications, and change pricing without prior notice.***
Benches, Ottomans, & Banquettes

298 Ottoman
425 Bench
484 Bench
494 Bench
500 Bench
501 Luggage Bench
503 Luggage Bench
504 Bench
505 Bench
Benches, Ottomans, & Banquettes

2449 Bench

2459 Bench

3305 Ottoman
3300 Series Match

3382 Bench

4005 Ottoman
4000 Series Match

4015 Ottoman
4011 Matching Ottoman

4221 Ottoman
4220 Matching Lounge Chair

4501 Bench

4521 Ottoman
Benches, Ottomans, & Banquettes

4525 Ottoman
Hideaway Casters

4528 Dresser Stool

4550 Ottoman

4552 Ottoman

4570 Ottoman

4595 Ottoman

4655 Ottoman
4651 Matching Lounge Chair

5014 Ottoman (Half Moon)

5023 Bench
Benches, Ottomans, & Banquettes

- 5072 Ottoman
  5071 Matching Lounge Chair

- 5167 Ottoman-Bench
  5195 Matching Lounge Chair

- 5196 Ottoman
  5195 Matching Lounge Chair

- 5201 Ottoman
  5200 Matching Lounge Chair

- 5335 Ottoman

- 5370 Bench

- 5695 Ottoman
  5691 Matching Lounge Chair

- 5817 Ottoman
  5816 Matching Lounge Chair

- 6226 Ottoman
  6225 Matching Lounge Chair
Benches, Ottomans, & Banquettes

6425 Ottoman
Hideaway Casters

8751 Ottoman
8750 Matching Lounge Chair

8757 Ottoman
8756 Matching Lounge Chair

9005 Ottoman
Hideaway Casters

9411 Ottoman
9410, 9420, 9430, 9435, 9440, 9445 Matching Lounge Chairs

9413 Ottoman
9455 Matching Lounge Chair

9627 Ottoman
9625 Matching Lounge Chair

14221 Ottoman
14220 Matching Lounge Chair
Benches, Ottomans, & Banquettes

20005 Ottoman
20001 Matching Lounge Chair

26219 Bench
26211 Matching Lounge Chair

28005 Ottoman
Matches Most Lounge Chair
and Sofa Series Items
(Leg Style Subject to Change
Based on Series Style)

89005 Ottoman
Matches Most Lounge Chair
and Sofa Series Items
(Leg Style Subject to Change
Based on Series Style)

SB100 Banquette

SB103 Corner Banquette

SB400 Banquette

SB401 Banquette (RAF)

SB402 Banquette (LAF)
**General Information**

**ARM COVERS & PADS:**
* Upholstered arm pads available on exposed wood frames: Add $8.00 per pair, Grade 1.
* Arm covers for fully upholstered items are $21.00 per pair, Grade 1.

**FABRIC:**
* Yardage requirements shown are based on 54” wide plain goods. Yardage requirements shown are also based on quantity orders.
* COM (Customers Own Material): Customer must get a fabric identification number from Customer Service so our receiving department can identify and match COM to your order.
* Once ID# is obtained, all COM fabric must be shipped to AC Furniture Co., 13846 NC Hwy 87, Eden, NC 27288 via COMMON CARRIER.
* Due to many variables of fabric we do not guarantee yardage estimates.
  * Fabric with repeat of 2” to 10” add 15%; repeat of 11” to 20” add 25%; repeat of 21” to 30” add 35%; repeat of 31” to 40” add 45%.
  * Unless specified by the customer, all fabric will be applied according to the judgment of the factory.

**FINISH:**
* We finish to customers supplied color panel.
* Any custom finish that is more complex, please submit a sample for special pricing.
* Finishing will vary slightly with the grain naturally in the wood and natural color in wood, especially on lighter finishes.
* Finish will vary slightly in color from job to job, just like the color variances in fabric between dye lots.

**FOAM:**
* Standard foam used is polyurethane of a minimum density of 1.8 lbs., meeting California Bulleting 117 specifications.
* Other Code foam and fire retardant barrier cloth covers available through request by specifications and pricing.

**FRAMES:**
* Exposed wood frames are made from premium grade kiln-dried hardwood.
* Upholstered frames are made from hardwood plywood with interlocking tenons and with steel angle brackets in each corner.

**SCOTCHGUARD:**
* Scotch-guard is offered on our product at the following prices: Queen Sofa $20.00 each, Full Sofa $17.00 each, Loveseat $14.00 each, Lounge Chairs from Eden $12.00 each, and Axton products $7.00 each.

***ACF Reserves the right to discontinue items, change specifications, and change pricing without prior notice.***

Denotes New Items
Ergonomic Desk Chairs

5779 Ergonomic Chair
5789 Ergonomic Chair
5799 Ergonomic Chair
5869 Ergonomic Chair
5889 Ergonomic Chair
6801 Ergonomic Chair
7199 Ergonomic Chair
7399 Ergonomic Chair
7599 Ergonomic Chair
**General Information**

**ARM COVERS & PADS:**
*Upholstered arm pads available on exposed wood frames: Add $8.00 per pair, Grade 1.*
*Arm covers for fully upholstered items are $21.00 per pair, Grade 1.*

**CASTERS:**
*$5.00 each

**FABRIC:**
*Yardage requirements shown are based on 54” wide plain goods. Yardage requirements shown are also based on quantity orders.
*COM (Customers Own Material): Customer must get a fabric identification number from Customer Service so our receiving department can identify and match COM to your order.
*Once ID# is obtained, all COM fabric must be shipped to AC Furniture Co., 13846 NC Hwy 87, Eden, NC 27288 via COMMON CARRIER.
*Due to many variables of fabric we do not guarantee yardage estimates.
*Fabric with repeat of 2” to 10” add 15%; repeat of 11” to 20” add 25%; repeat of 21” to 30” add 35%; repeat of 31” to 40” add 45%.
*Unless specified by the customer, all fabric will be applied according to the judgment of the factory.

**FINISH:**
*We finish to customers supplied color panel.
*Any custom finish that is more complex, please submit a sample for special pricing.
*Finishing will vary slightly with the grain naturally in the wood and natural color in wood, especially on lighter finishes.
*Finish will vary slightly in color from job to job, just like the color variances in fabric between dye lots.

**FOAM:**
*Standard foam used is polyurethane of a minimum density of 1.8 lbs., meeting California Bulleting 117 specifications.
*Other Code foam and fire retardant barrier cloth covers available through request by specifications and pricing.

**FRAMES:**
*Exposed wood frames are made from premium grade kiln-dried hardwood.
*Upholstered frames are made from hardwood plywood with interlocking tenons and with steel angle brackets in each corner.

**SCOTCHGUARD:**
*Scotch-guard is offered on our product at the following prices: Queen Sofa $20.00 each, Full Sofa $17.00 each, Loveseat $14.00 each, Lounge Chairs from Eden $12.00 each, and Axton products $7.00 each.

***ACF Reserves the right to discontinue items, change specifications, and change pricing without prior notice.***